INVITATION TO “EPHJ-EPMT-SMT” & GNI - Japanese Reception

Dear Sir or Madam,
Greater Nagoya Initiative (GNI) would like to cordially welcome you to the GNI
booth [J110] at the trade show “EPHJ-EPMT-SMT” at Palexpo, Geneva, June 12th to
15th, 2018. Seven leading companies from Greater Nagoya area will exhibit their
distinct technologies in this important professional fair.
GNI also invites you to our “GNI – Japanese Reception” with Speaker’s Corner
& Sake Apéro on June 13th (Wed) 17:30 – 18:15, hosted by with the special support of
Mr. Patrick ROTH of the Swiss Precision Cluster. Please find the attached invitation
card.
Please create and print your badge to access freely at the trade show:
www.ephj.ch/registration
We sincerely appreciate your kind support and presence.
Greater Nagoya Initiative Center (GNIC)

Seven companies from the Greater Nagoya area

1. Azumi Techno., Ltd
Strength: Injection mold parts for high precision functional
components. High precision and medical equipment parts
(microneedles for medical treatment, hold cutting in
disposable needles used for surgery, research equipment
parts.)

2. Iwata Tool Co., Ltd
Products: SP center, center drill, TOGLON hard series for
HRC40-72 hardened steel, high-speed processing is
possible for ordinary steel GP drill, micro tools, PCD, CBN,
special order cutting tools and more.

3. Juken Kogyo Co., Ltd
Strength: Precision plastic parts for watch, automobile,
meter, camera, etc. Ultra-precision parts for optical and
medical applications.

4. Kitaoka Co., Ltd
Strength: Ultra-precision Machining for single crystal
diamond, water-jet machining, MC (5axis), NC etc

5. Nagase Integrex Co., Ltd
Products: Manufacture & sale of machine tools, forging
machines, electronic measurement units, and industrial
machines.
Development & manufacture of various super-precision
grinders, nano machines, super-precision measurement
systems, etc.

6. Nakagawa Mfg. Col, Ltd
Strength: Fine hole processing from φ20 micron to resin,
machinable ceramics, and metals with very small
tolerance, Microfabrication

7. Ohori Grinding Company
Strength: Guarantee high quality and skills to master
general machines with highly accurate measurement
equipment.
(*)

Greater Nagoya region:

Located in the center of Japan, the area has one of the biggest manufacturing industries followed by Toyota Motor
Corporation, as well as the biggest aerospace industry. Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are flourishing in Greater
Nagoya, supporting industry in the region with specialized skills and knowledge.

